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Results

Background
• Semantic priming is a traditionally visual methodology.
• Auditory and visual word processing differ in time-course. This
has consequences for adapting visual semantic priming for use
with auditory stimuli.
Parameter settings such as stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) must
be replaced by inter-stimulus interval (ISI)

ISI manipulation
Prediction: At an 800ms ISI, but not 200ms and 0ms ISI, participants
should be able to use task-related prediction strategies to enhance the
priming effect.

Discussion
1) Do we find a larger priming effect at long ISIs? àNo.
Priming effects remain stable across the ISIs, both at a .25 RP and at
a .5 RP. (Exp 1 & 2)
2) Do we find a larger priming effect at high RPs? àNo.
Priming effects remain stable at both .25 and .5 RPs. (Exp 3)
3) Do we find evidence for use of target prediction strategies? à No.
We see no increase in priming effects when participants are given
more time or more salient evidence that semantic relatedness was
important (by increasing relatedness proportion).

Figure 1. Time course of a paired priming trial

• In visual studies, longer SOAs and a high proportion of related
word pairs (high RP) leads to increased priming.
• This has been interpreted as a task-related strategic effect, in
which participants use target prediction to enhance priming
effects.

àIs auditory semantic priming susceptible to strategic
processing effects?

Method
Task
• Paired auditory lexical decision
• 318 prime-target pairs with counterbalanced list order

Compatible with either no strategy use, or strategy use throughout.
Figure 2. Experiment 1 & 2 – Priming effect by ISI

Results: Auditory semantic priming is relatively stable across all ISIs,
both in a within- and between-subjects design.
Exp 1: 200ms ISI à 64ms priming (t=-25.9); 800ms ISI à 67ms (t=-22.1)
Interaction (t=2.77) suggests priming decay at the 800ms ISI
Exp 2: 0ms ISI à 52ms (t=-19.5); 200ms ISI à 67ms (t=-19.6)

Relatedness Proportion manipulation
Prediction: At a .5 RP (and with an 800ms ISI), participants are more
likely to notice that predicting related targets is useful than at a .25 RP.
At .5 RP they should use strategic processing to enhance priming
effects.

Conclusion
No evidence of strategic processing in auditory
semantic priming.
• Highlights advantage of using auditory semantic priming
• Future steps…
• Check whether .75 RP yields strategy effects
• Check for list effects using a visual setup with the present lists
• Adapt paradigm to study the effect of phonological variation
on access to semantic representations

Experiment 2: ISI manipulation (0ms and 200ms)
• 55 native English participants
• 1/3 related pairs, 1/3 unrelated pairs, 1/3 nonword filler pairs
• ISI manipulation between participants

Analysis
• Linear mixed effects models in R
• Random effects: Participant & Target
• Fixed effects: Relatedness, ISI, TrialN, Prime/Target Duration & Freq.

Over 85% of the participants reported in a post-task questionnaire
that they thought the task was about semantic relatedness. This
had no impact on the priming effects in any condition.

• Contrasts with visual semantic priming

Experiment 1: ISI manipulation (200ms and 800ms)
• 117 native English participants
• 1/3 related pairs, 1/3 unrelated pairs, 1/3 nonword filler pairs
• ISI manipulation within participants

Experiment 3: RP manipulation (1/4 related pairs)
• 110 native English participants
• ISI: 200ms and 800ms (as in Exp1)

4) Did conscious awareness of the goal of the task increase the
chance of strategy use at longer ISIs? àNo.
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